Psalter (Gallican)

f. 1  //Dominus illuminatio mea ... Adiutor meus esto ne derelinquas//


Parchment. 1 folio. 190 x 132 mm (written space 128 x 80 mm). 1 column. 19 lines. Dry-point ruling. Double vertical bounding lines.

Written in late Caroline minuscule. The psalm is written according to verse lines. 8-line initial "D" ("Dominus") is in red outline and is filled with intertwining vines in red outline. The spaces between the vines are filled with blue and green wash. The letters of the first two words of the psalm are written on four lines to the right of the initial in 1-line square capitals that alternate between red and blue highlighted with red. The first line of text beneath the initial is written in brown rustic capitals with occasional use of round E. 1-line initials at the beginning of verses are written in red square capitals and are set apart from the text between vertical bounding lines. Punctuation consists of the punctus. Hyphenation is in the same ink as the text. Line fillers and line dividers are in red.
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